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Anniversary meeting in Fulda from 09.09. to 12.09.2021

50 years of Morgan-Club
Deutschland e.V.

1971 - 2021
Dear members,
dear friends of the MCD.

The Esperanto Hotel is located in the
middle of the city, but still easy to reach
from the A7. The castle is about 500

The Board and the RheinMain Section

steps away. The website writes: „...The

cordially invite you to our anniversary

4*Superior Hotel with its 326 rooms and

meeting in the baroque and episcopal

suites welcomes you with a feel-good

city of Fulda.

atmosphere with Mediterranean flair...

Our club was founded in1971 in Frankfurt a.M. and since the big city with its

The main restaurant „El Jardin“ with a

low emission zone is not so well suited

beautiful outdoor terrace and classic

for a meeting, we have moved to Ful-

international cuisine, the wine bar „Bo-

da. It is located very centrally in Ger-

dega“ in Canarian style, the beer bar

many on the A7 between Kassel and

„Rustico“, the CaféBar „Piazza D‘Oro“

Würzburg and at the foot of the Rhön.

with large red leather benches or the

With

Esperanto

panorama bar „Buena Vista“ on the

Hotel we have found

6th floor. offer something special for

a great location that

every taste. Unique in the region is the

can cover all our re-

Brazilian grill restaurant „Toro Negro“

quirements.

on the upper floor with original Rodizio

the

and a breathtaking view of the nearby
Unfortunately we can

Fulda city centre...“.

only return the un-

A pool also provides relaxation after an

needed rooms free of

eventful day.

charge until 15.03.2021.

For more information, please contact

Therefore we need your

Booking,

registration soon.

www.kongresszentrum-fulda. com/. In

HolidayCheck,

or

https://

the parking garage opposite we have
secured enough spaces for you.

1971 - 2021
The programme:

14:30 Organ concert in the cathedral
15:00 Guided tours meeting point: ca-

Thursday, 09.09.2021

thedral
18:15 Meeting for dinner hike or barbe-

from 15:00 Check-in and occupation

cue on the roof terrace

of the rooms. Followed by a welcome
drink in front of the hotel or in the Plaza,

Saturday, 11.09.2021

depending on the weather.
From 19:00 dinner in the main restau-

from 10:00 a.m. Start of the chosen tour,

rant. Afterwards exploration of the dif-

from 19:00 p.m. Gala dinner in the

ferent bars

Waideshalle

Friday, 10.09.2021

Sunday, 12.09.2021

9:00 am General Meeting in the Plaza.

departure and „Goodbye“

From about 11.00 a.m. time for your
selected events/excursions or at your
free disposal. The city centre is within
walking distance

Bild unten links: (c) Christian Tech - Tourismus Fulda
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Activities on Friday
We expect a high number of participants and therefore want to offer a
wide range of guided tours, visits and
activities.

1) Organ concert in the cathedral
About 1000m from the hotel is the cathedral. Here we have organized a
small organ concert for you. The big
organ sounds with Bach and also with
beat. For about 30 minutes you will get
something good the ears. No additional costs.

palaces with castle and cathedral
(outside visit) as well as the old town
are the focus of the tour.
Duration approx. 1 hour.

3) The Chocolate Girl Castle Tour
The chocolate girl was an important
person in the prince‘s kitchen. She was
responsible for the production of the
„new“

and

precious

„Thé“,

„Caffé“

and

drinks

like

„Chocolat“.

These treasures, the production of
which

was

secret,

came

to

the

princely courts of the 18th centu-

From here the further visits start

ry and could only be served to the

2) Fulda in a nutshell

guests. Due to her position and re-

During the one-hour city tour you will
get a compact overview of the baroque city of Fulda. Baroque noble

prince

and

his

most

important

sponsibility in the kitchen and at
court she has experienced many
things and can excellently convey
the attitude to life. Eating well and
opulently has a long tradition. „Speise und
Trank“, „Tischsitte“ and „Tafelgerät“ ...

pic left top: Rudolf Simon / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)
pic right: (c) Christian Tech - Tourismus Fulda
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with tasty passages from old recipes, in-

most important baroque church.

ventories and letter sources the choco-

Built in the 18th century by the famous

late girl will whet your appetite for mind

master builder Johann Dientzenhofer, it

and senses. Together with the Choco-

is the third church on this site. You will

late Girl (actress in historical costume),

learn interesting and worth knowing

you will immerse yourself in the lifestyle

facts about the history of the bishop‘s

of the baroque era. The experience is

church, the furnishings and the life and

complemented by delicacies related

work of St. Boniface, whose grave is lo-

to the baroque period.

cated in the cathedral.
A walk through the old town of Fulda

Duration approx. 1 hour.

rounds off the tour. Duration 1.5 hours.

Max. 50 persons, in case of great demand a 2nd group is possible at a later
date.

5) Small Moggi excursion
to Point Alpha
Here Russians and Americans faced

4) Guided tour Cathedral
and Old Town

each other eye to eye during the Cold

The Cathedral and Old Town are the fo-

insights. For more details see https://

cus of this tour. The cathedral is Hessen‘s

pointalpha.com/the-memorial

War. A small museum offers interesting
point-

alpha. There over the B27 and B84,
31km and back over the B278 and
L3174, 43km = a small Rhön circuit with
some German/German history.

pic left top: (c) Christian Tech - Tourismus Fulda, pic left down: Marius.auth / CC BY-SA (https://creative
commons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)
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6) The tour to the Kreuzberg monastery and the local monastery brewery

venturous flying machines. The Wasser-

https://klosterkreuzberg.de/ over the

gliding due to pioneering work in the

Wasserkuppe is similarly far, 37km to the

research and development of silentfly-

beer garden with devilishly good mo-

ing. Anyone who wants to experience

nastery beer.

the magnificent Rhön landscape from

A map is in the Goody Bag.

above can do so in a glider or moto-

kuppe is regarded as the birthplace of

rised aircraft.

7) „Only flying is more beautiful“:
Sightseeing flight over the magnificent Rhön landscape

A 20-minute sightseeing flight in a gli-

The Wasserkuppe, also called the

person with three flying enthusiasts in a

mountain of the pilots, is with 950 m the

motorized plane.

der with aerotow costs 80 €. Or 35 € per

highest mountain of Hessen.
Already in 1911 pioneers met here and

If you are interested we charter this ex-

glided over the slopes with self-built ad-

perience

Bild rechts: VegaAtoo
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Friday evening from 18:30 Now you have the agony of choice

Or you can join us on the dinner hike

either to the „Toro Negro“. The grill res-

locations in the near 1971 - 2021 area.

taurant on the 6th floor with a view over

Each course is accompanied by a

the roofs of Fulda radiates fiery charm.

glass of wine, beer or soft, as you like.

Churrascaria specialities, 7 types of

An evening walk of a special kind. Deli-

meat are cut directly from the grill ske-

cious and digestible.

wer onto your plate. Many spicy side di-

You will visit the Restaurant Ritter (vene-

shes, crisp salads and desserts spoil the

rable bourgeoisie), the Dianakeller in

palate. This promises pure carnivorous-

the Maritim Hotel (stately) and Kolpings

ness.

Restaurant in the Parkhotel (rather mo-

160 seats inside & 150 seats outside

dern).

(hopefully the weather will suit)

The individual stations are a maximum

A 3-course menu at 3 different original

of 15 minutes apart and are started in
different groups and in different order.

1971 - 2021
Saturday - Moggi Driving Day

So everyone can enjoy the trip without

The Esperanto Hotel is located in the

worries. The Navi will fix it.

middle of the city. The advantage of

On request, we can also print out a

being able to do a lot of things on foot is

roadbook from the ADAC route plan-

connected with the disadvantage that

ner for you.

you can only reach the open countryside after a few traffic lights. A larger

A cost-saving hint: In the beautiful

group of vehicles can therefore hardly

Rhön, the speed limits on the winding

stay together.

roads are checked quite often with sta-

Because reading a road book is not

tionary and mobile measuring devices.

for everyone and a real problem for

Our recommendation: follow the rules.

a single driver, we want to serve you

Another thing: There are relatively few

the routes according to your navigati-

petrol stations in the beautiful Rhön.

on system. You will receive your selec-

Our recommendation: make a stop at

tion as an import file and/or as a route

a petrol station in Fulda before exiting

description with stopovers, so that you

the motorway.

can enter the tours into your navigation system at home in peace and quiet.

Bilder: (c) Christian Tech - Tourismus Fulda

Have fun in the beautiful Rhön!
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Saturday, 11.09.2021,
day of the trips

In winter, Hessen‘s longest ski lift, 1.2 km
long, runs on the mountain. Via Engelrod and Kleinlüder the route goes back

The green tour, Vogelsberg, 150 km

to Fulda.

The Vogelsberg is a low mountain range

Waypoints:

in Hesse and the largest closed basalt

Schlüchtern, Breitenbacher Straße

massif in Europe with an area of 2500

Hirzenhain, Buderusstraße

km². Its highest point is the Taufstein (773

Engelrod, Schottener Straße

m), east of Schotten. The Hoher Vogels-

Kleinlüder, Vogelsbergstraße

berg Nature Park occupies large parts
of its high elevations. From the hotel,

Lunch break:

the route heads south via Schlüchtern

Taufsteinhütte (Baptismal font hut)

to Hirzenhain. Soon we have reached

Am Hoherodskopf 2

the Taufsteinhütte on the Hoherodskopf

63679 Schotten

- our restaurant for the lunch break. The

phone 06044 2381

Hoherodskopf is with 763,8 m above

www.taufsteinhuette.de

sea level NHN the second highest peak
in the low mountain range Vogelsberg.
From the summit of the Hoherodskopf
there is a far view as far as the RhineMain area and the Taunus Mountains.
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Saturday, 11.09.2021,
day of the trips

Along with OP Romeo, OP India and
OP Oscar, Point Alpha was one of four
US observation bases on Hesse‘s inner-

The yellow tour, Kuppenrhön,
150 km

German border. Via Eiterfeld we will
travel to Hünfeld, where we will have
lunch at the Praforst Restaurant. From

This particularly charming circular route

there it is only about 45 minutes to Ful-

leads past the two highest elevations

da.

of the Hessian Rhön, the Wasserkuppe
at 950 metres and the Milseburg at 835

Waypoints:

metres. The trail leads us from the hotel

Eichenzell, Fuldaer Straße

first to Eichenzell and then on to Dieters-

Dietershausen, Friesenhausener Straße

hausen. Opposite Hofbieber, as part of

Thann (Rhön), Rhön route

the Hessian Rhön Nature Park; on the

Eiterfeld, Hünfelder Straße

right hand side is the extinct volcano
Milseburg with the ruins of an Iron Age

Lunch break:

settlement. We continue via Thann

Gaststätte „Zur Praforst Sonne“

(Rhön) to the Point Alpha Memorial.

Dr.-Detlev-Rudelsdorff-Allee 3

The memorial is in its entire complex an

36088 Hünfeld

incomparable testimony of time and a

phone 06652 7473529

unique place of learning about history.

www.praforst.de
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Saturday, 11.09.2021,
day of the trips

name and fountain sayings. Soon we
reach the destination for our lunch
break - the inn „Zum Schwarzen Adler“

The Red tour, Thuringian Rhön,
140 km

in Fladungen. The inn belongs to the
Franconian Open Air Museum, which
is also worth a visit. We continue via

From the hotel, head north to Dam-

Hilders with its half-timbered houses to

mersbach on the edge of the Rhön

Langenbieber at the foot of the Bie-

Biosphere Reserve and then to Hünfeld.

berstein Castle, which is visible from far

In the immediate vicinity of Geisa, the

away. From here it is only a short dis-

observation base „Point Alpha“ fulfilled

tance back to the hotel.

an important observation task in NATO‘s
defence concept until the fall of the

Waypoints:

Iron Curtain. On the other side of the

Dammersbach, Allmuser Straße

border were watchtowers and com-

Dermbach, Marktstraße

mand towers of the GDR border troops,

Hilders, B 278

but apart from these units no Warsaw

Langenbieber, Biebersteiner Straße

Pact troops were stationed directly on
the border. Passing Geblar and Derm-

Lunch break:

bach we go to Bernshausen. There you

Gasthof „Zum Schwarzen Adler“

will find the Bernshäuser Kutte, a 45 m

Aumühlweg, 97650 Fladungen

deep, circular sinkhole pond. It is con-

phone 09778 661

sidered the largest lake in the Thuringi-

www.schwarzer-adler-fladungen.de

an Rhön. Stepfershausen is known as
the village of fountains because of its
13 running fountains, each with its own
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Saturday, 11.09.2021,
day of the trips

the route continues via Premich on
small roads to Wildflecken. We take
our lunch break in Bad Brückenau. The

The blue tour, Hessian Rhön,
160 km

Staatsbad Brückenau is a district which
has had a bathing establishment since
1747. We will then take our lunch break

From the hotel we follow the B 458

in the restaurant Ludwigs im Dorint and

passing Dipperz and Dietges to Bat-

Spa Bad Brückenau. After another 45

ten. Soon we reach the Black Moor. It

min. driving time via Uttrichshausen we

lies in the Bavarian Rhön at the border

arrive in Fulda.

triangle of Hesse, Thuringia and Bavaria and is part of the 243,323 hectare

Waypoints:

UNESCO biosphere reserve Rhön. With

Batten , Bischhofsheimer Straße

66.4 hectares, the wetland is the lar-

Schönau an der Brend, B 279

gest moor complex of lowland moors

Uttrichhaussen, L2304

and a largely untouched and intact
rain moor in the Rhön. It is one of the

Lunch break:

most important raised bogs in Central

Dorint Hotel Bad Brückenau

Europe. The Black Moor lies on the wa-

Heinrich-von-Bibra-Strasse 13

tershed between the Rhine and Weser

97769 Bad Brückenau, Tel. 09741 85425

rivers and was included in the list of the

www.hotel-bad-brueckenau.dorint.

100 most beautiful geotopes in Bava-

com

ria in 2007. Through the Lange Rhön
we continue to Schönau an der Brend.
Passing Bad Neustadt an der Saale
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Registration form and general information
Name driver

Passenger

Children

Dog

Vegetarian

Vegan

Address / Mobile phone number / Mail address

Registration number

Number DZ

Number EZ

Allergies

Activities on Friday:
Fulda short and sweet

Guided tours:
Chocolate girl

Cathedral and old town

Alternative if selected is already overbooked

On your own initiative

Activities on Friday evening:
Dinner Hike

Barbecue at the hotel

Rides on Saturday:
Route Green, 150 km
Vogelsberg

Entry fee

Route Yellow, 150 km
Kuppenrhön

Route Red, 140 km
Thüringische Rhön

Sightseeing flights: to be
arranged individually
35,‐ to 80,‐€

Route Blue, 160 km
Hessische Rhön

Double
Single
930,‐€
680,‐€
Including services:
3 nights with breakfast, 3 x 24h parking garage , Goody Bag,
Thursday: Two welcome drinks per person in the afternoon, Buffet dinner with one drink
Friday: Afternoon activities except sightseeing flights. Barbecue at the hotel or dinner‐hike
Saturday: Lunch at the rides, Gala dinner in buffet form, Music and good entertainment.
Disclaimer
This is a purely tourist event. For personal injury, property damage and financial losses before, during
and after the event the organiser is not liable. Liability claims of any kind against the
Organisers cannot be held liable. For damages of a civil or criminal nature, which
are caused by you or your vehicle, you bear sole responsibility.
The participants renounce for themselves, passengers and relatives by giving their names or by
Start for all accidents and damages suffered in connection with this event on every
right of action or recourse against the organiser, his agents, assistants or other
Persons who are in any way connected with the organiser.
The organiser reserves the right to cancel any and all contracts concluded by force majeure or for safety
reasons or make necessary changes to the event as a result of instructions from the authorities or to
cancel them if this is necessary due to extraordinary circumstances. An indemnification‐obligation
cannot be derived from this, protests are excluded.
Data protection:
By my participation I agree to the publication of picture and sound material about the event‐
on club media/club newspaper/MCD internet presence.
I further waive all rights to any picture and sound material made at the event.
Return please send an email to 50years@morgan‐club.de. You will receive the confirmation of

The organiser reserves the right to cancel any and all contracts concluded by force majeure or for safety
reasons or make necessary changes to the event as a result of instructions from the authorities or to
cancel them if this is necessary due to extraordinary circumstances. An indemnification‐obligation
cannot be derived from this, protests are excluded.
Data protection:
1971 - 2021
By my participation I agree to the publication of picture and sound material about the event‐
on club media/club newspaper/MCD internet presence.
I further waive all rights to any picture and sound material made at the event.
Return please send an email to 50years@morgan‐club.de. You will receive the confirmation of
registration only after the complete payment has been received on our Morgan‐Club account
IBAN: DE65 3425 0000 0001 1753 71 Stadtsparkasse Solingen
Registration deadline is 15.03.2021. After that date, the unbooked rooms will be returned.
General information:
As our hotel is located in the city centre of Fulda, it is not possible to form larger groups for the
excursions. Therefore, every route participant will receive the chosen route in advance by e‐mail, so
that they can enter it into the navigation system at home. On request, we will send a route
description from Google Maps or similar in paper form. Everyone drives off when it suits him. The
lunch break is planned in a 2‐hour time window.
Please follow the traffic rules. There are plenty of fixed and mobile radar controls in the Rhön.
As there are not many petrol stations on the routes, we recommend that you fill up your tank
beforehand. There is an ARAL petrol station right next to the hotel.
We reserve the right to change the programme and to postpone it in case of overbooking.
The guided tours and the dinner hike take place in all weather conditions. In Fulda there are partly
cobblestones. Please remember to bring appropriate footwear.
An important corona note: The invitation is based on the state of knowledge December 2020 and we will
adapt to the current recommendations. A complete cancellation of the event is only possible if legal
regulations require it. We have concluded binding contracts with the hotel and service providers and
can only cancel them after 15.03.2021 with compensation. Anyone wishing to cancel after 15.03.21 is
unfortunately not entitled to a refund of costs, regardless of the reason. Entry fee is remorse money.
Of course we will try to find a solution as good as possible.

